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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an analytical investigation of water hammer pressure variation in a
reservoir-pipe-valve system. Laplace transform method is used to get the analytical solutions for
different characteristics of the valve closing. Specifically, sudden valve closing and piecewise linear
closing are used, the latter can be treated as approximated arbitrary characteristics of valve
closing. Unsteady wall friction is also included. The new solutions compare well with the previous
experimental data. The results show that this solution is suitable for water hammer with laminar
and low Reynolds number turbulent unsteady flow. The effects of different characteristics of the
valve closing on the water hammer pressure variations are also studied. This solution can be a
better choice for optimization of valve closing to reduce the maximum water hammer pressure.
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INTRODUCTION
Water hammer frequently occurs in pressure pipelines when fluid in motion is forced to stop
in a short time. Extreme high and low pressures alter in the process. This phenomenon presents a
major problem for practical hydraulic systems, such as bursts of pipe and intrusion of contaminated
water. More than 80% of breakdowns in water supply systems can be attributed to water hammer
phenomenon [1]. Numerous investigations have been carried out for this problem, which can be
traced back to 19th century. Steady state wall friction based on Darcy-Weisbach formula is used
widely in classical one dimensional water hammer equations. However, due to the nonlinearity of
friction term, numerical methods are applied extensively to solve these equations numerically.
While unsteady wall friction is found to be important and two types of unsteady wall friction models
are developed. One is the model developed firstly by Zielke [2], in which the unsteady wall friction
is represented by a convolution term. The other is the one by Brunone et al.[3] where unsteady
wall friction is related to instantaneous mean flow, instantaneous local acceleration and
instantaneous convective acceleration. After that, many investigations have been carried out to
extend the unsteady friction model to turbulent flow [4]. To get the solution of the water hammer
model, most of the studies have focused on the development of numerical models by method of
characteristics, such as Bergant et al.[5]. Other numerical methods, such as finite volume method
[6] are also used for this problem. Yao et al.[7] investigated the attenuation of water hammer
pressure by a time-varying valve closure by multiple scale asymptotic method. Ghidaoui et al.[8]
have made good review about the theoretical and practical aspects of water hammer.
An important objective of water hammer analysis is the prediction of water hammer
pressure and reduction (or control) of the pressure during water hammer process. Several
methods can be used to reduce water hammer pressure, including: 1) optimization of the operation
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devices, such as relief valve [9]. Previous studies have shown that the pattern of water hammer
pressure is strongly dependent on the duration of valve closure and changes of valve operation
can reduce water hammer pressure significantly [10]. Azoury et al.[11] studied the effects of valve
closure schedule on water hammer by method of characteristics. Provenzano et al.[12] derived
analytical solutions for different closing function without considering wall friction.
In recent years, accurate control of water hammer pressure is revisited by optimizing the
valve operation using optimization models. Bazargan-Lari et al.[13] optimized closing valve rule
curve by using a multi-objective optimization model and Bayesian networks. Chen et al.[14]
obtained optimal parameter selection of valve closing using nonlinear optimization techniques.
Bohorquez and Saldarriaga [9] proposed a methodology for obtaining the optimal valve closure
curves in water distribution systems in Bogota, Colombia. Numerical methods are used to solve
water hammer equations in all these optimization studies. While Cao et al.[15] derived a travelling
wave solution and solved the extremum of the function by Ritz method to realize the accurate
control of water hammer in pipes. However, the wall friction is neglected in their study. Optimal flow
control of water hammer requires a forecasting model capable of predicting the non-uniform and
unsteady water flow in space and time [14]. Analytical solution is still very useful because it helps
to reach clear and in-depth physical understanding and also to provide sufficiently simple yet
general and accurate tool for practical prediction and control [16]. However, previous analytical
studies of water hammer are confined to sudden valve closing and frictionless pipe.
In this study, analytical solutions for water hammer with unsteady friction and different valve
closing laws are derived. Laplace transform method is employed for this purpose. The rest of the
paper is structured as follows. Firstly, the governing equations are briefly described and
dimensionless variables are introduced. Then, analytical solution for any type of closing valve laws
is derived by using Laplace transform. Two special solutions for sudden closing law and piecewise
linear closing law are obtained. Unsteady wall friction is then included by following reference [17].
The analytical results are validated by comparing with experimental data. The effects of different
closing laws on pressure variations are studied by using the analytical solution. Method of
transforming the profile of velocity decrease at valve end to variation of valve opening is also
presented. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

METHODS
Governing equations
A simple reservoir-pipe-valve system is considered in this study, as is shown in Figure 1.
After the closing of the valve, the governing equation for the perturbed flow velocity u(x,t) and
dynamic pressure p(x, t) are as follows:
1 p u
+
=0
(1)
0 c 2 t x
u 1 p
2
+
=−

(2)
t 0 x
0 R w
Where, 𝜌0 is the unpertubed fluid density, c is the pressure wave velocity which is dependent on
the compressibility of fluid and pipe wall. R is the inner radius of pipe and τ𝑤 denotes the wall
shear stress. In the literature of hydraulics, steady state wall friction based on Darcy-weisbach
formula is often used [8]. While unsteady wall friction is also proposed and proved to be important
for water hammer phenomenon [18].
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Fig. 1 - Sketch of the pipeline system
Boundary condition (BC) at reservoir end (x = 0) is:
p(x, t) = 0,

x=0

(3)
This represents the constant pressure head at reservoir. While at valve end (x = L), BC
becomes
(4)
u (x, t) = U (t),
x=L
Or
p
u
dU
(5)
= −0
= − 0
= f (t ) ,
x=L
x
t
dt
Where, Equation(2) without wall friction has been used. U(t) represents the valve closing law.
Initial conditions (ICs) for this problem are:
(6)
p(x, t) = 0,
t =0
p
(7)
= 0,
t =0
t
Numerical methods, such as method of characteristics, finite volume method etc., are
widely used to solve the above governing equations [5]. In hydraulic engineering, dynamic
pressure p(x, t) for water hammer has received more attention. In order to get analytical solution of
p(x, t), we will separate the two unknows u(x, t) and p(x, t).
After cross differentiation of Equation (1) and (2), we can eliminate u(x, t) and obtain
2 p 1 2 p
2  w
(8)
− 2 2 =−
2
x
c t
R x
This is the governing equation for dynamic pressure p(x, t) of water hammer. The BCs and
ICs keep unchanged as above.
For simplicity, dimensionless variables are introduced as in [17]
 w
u *
p
t
x
u* =
,p =
, t* =
, x* = , w* =
(9)
U0
0 cU 0
Lc
L
0 U 0
Where, * denotes the dimensionless variables, δ = √𝜈𝐿 ⁄𝑐 is the characteristic thickness of the
Stokes oscillatory boundary layer. ν denotes the kinematic viscosity of fluid. Then the
dimensionless governing equation for pressure, ICs and BCs become
 2 p *  2 p*
2  w*
(10)
−
=
−
x*2
t *2
R x*
ICs at 𝑡 ∗ = 0 become
p* ( x* , t * ) = 0,

p* ( x* , t * )
t *

=0

(11)

BCs become
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x* = 0

p*
u*
=
−
= f (t* ) ,
x* = 1
x*
t *
From now on, * will be omitted for all dimensionless variables for brevity.

(12)
(13)

Solution by integral transform method for arbitrary closing laws
After neglecting the wall shear stress and taking Laplace transform for the governing
equation and BCs, we get:
2 p 2
(14)
− s p = 0,
0  x 1
x2
BCs:
(15)
p = 0,
x=0
p
(16)
= F (s),
x =1
x
Where, ICs have been used and

1
(17)
p ( x, s ) =  e− st p ( x, t ) dt , p ( x, t ) =
est p ( x, s ) ds
0
2 i 
F(𝑠) is the Laplace transform of f(𝑡).
The above ordinary differential equation can be easily solved, the solution is:
p ( x, s ) = F ( s )

Define
G ( x, s ) =

sinh ( sx )

s cosh ( s )

sinh ( sx )

s cosh ( s )

(18)

(19)

Hence, p(𝑥, 𝑡) can be obtained after inverse Laplace transform
p ( x, t ) =

1
e st F ( s ) G ( x, s ) ds


2 i

(20)

= f ( t ) * g ( t ) =  f ( t ') g ( t − t ') dt '
t

0

Where, convolution theorem has been used. g(𝑡) is the inverse Laplace transform of G(𝑠) and can
be obtained as below.
g (t ) =

sinh ( sx )
1
1
e st G ( s ) ds ==
e st
ds




2 i
2 i
s cosh ( s )

For the integral above, simple poles at:
( 2m + 1) 
s=i
= ikm ,
m = 0, 1, 2, 3,
2
By Cauchy's residue theorem, we get:


eikmt sinh ( ikm x )
1 sin ( km x ) ikmt
g (t ) = 
= 
e
m =− ikm sinh ( ikm )
m =− ikm sin ( km )
2 sin ( km x )
=
sin ( km t )
m = 0 km sin ( km )


(21)

(22)

(23)

Where, 𝑘−(𝑚+1) = −𝑘𝑚 has been used.
Finally, for given valve closing law f(𝑡), we can get p(𝑥, 𝑡) from Equation (20).
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Two special closing laws with unsteady friction

From the boundary condition at valve end Equation(5), different f(𝑡) represent different
characteristics of valve closing. In this section, two valve closing laws, these are sudden closing
and piecewise linear closing, are studied. Also, unsteady friction is included in the results by
following [17].
Sudden valve closing
For this case, the dimensionless BC at valve end (x = 1) for u(𝑥, 𝑡) is
u (t ) = 1 − H (t )

(24)

Where, H(𝑡) is Heaviside step function.
Hence, p(𝑥, 𝑡) at valve end (x = 1) can be obtained
p
u
= − =  (t )
x
t
Where, δ(𝑡) is Dirac delta function.
So, we have f(𝑡) = 𝛿(𝑡). From Equation (20), the pressure p can be calculated:

(25)

p ( x, t ) =  f ( t ') g ( t − t ') dt '
t

0

=   ( t ')
t

0

=

1 sin ( km x ) ikm ( t −t ')
e
dt '
m sin ( k m )

m =−

1 sin ( km x ) t
 ( t ') eikm ( t −t ') dt '

0
m sin ( k m )



 ik

m =−

=



 ik

(26)

1 sin ( km x ) ikmt
e
m sin ( k m )



 ik

m =−

Considering the fact that the time scale of wall friction is much longer than one water
hammer pressure cycle, Mei and Jing[17] included unsteady wall friction in their formula by
introducing a slow vary parameter P𝑚 (𝑡). P𝑚 (𝑡) can be explicitly expressed by using asymptotic
method of multiple scales and boundary layer theory. In this study, unsteady wall friction is
included by following exactly the method but not repeat here for simplicity. The final dimensionless
result becomes:
p ( x, t ) =



 P (t ) e

m =−

Pm ( t ) = e− m t ,

m

ikm t

sin ( km x )

(27)

ikm sin ( km )

m = (1 + i sgn ( km ) )

km
2

(28)

And sgn(𝑘𝑚 ) denotes the sign of 𝑘𝑚 . ε = 𝛿 ⁄𝑅 is a small dimensionless parameter. δ has been
defined in above section.
Piecewise linear valve closing
We can approximate any closing curve by using piecewise linear lines. So dimensionless
boundary condition at valve end (x = 1) for u becomes:
a1t + b1 , t0  t  t1


an t + bn , tn −1  t  tn
u (t ) = 
(29)

aN t + bN , t N −1  t  t N

0, t  t N
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required.
1,
u (t ) = 
0,

t =0

(30)

t = tc

Besides, u(t) must be continuous.
Similarly, BC at valve end for p becomes:
N
p
= − an  H ( t − tn −1 ) − H (t − tn )
x
n =1
Hence,

(31)

N

f ( t ) = − an  H ( t − tn −1 ) − H ( t − tn )

(32)

n =1

Finally, solution of pressure p becomes:
p ( x, t ) =  f ( t ') g ( t − t ') dt '
t

0

t

N

0

n =1

=  ( −1)  an  H ( t '− tn −1 ) − H ( t '− tn ) 



1 sin ( km x ) ikm (t −t ')
e
dt '
m sin ( k m )

 ik

m =−

t
1 sin ( km x ) N
ik t − t '
an   H ( t '− tn −1 ) − H ( t '− tn )  e m ( ) dt '

0
ik
sin
k
( m ) n=1
m =−
m


=−

(33)

1 sin ( km x ) ikmt N
e  an I mn
m =− ik m sin ( k m )
n =1


=−

Where,

I mn



t  tn −1
0,
 −1 − ik t
e m − e − ikmtn−1  , tn −1  t  tn
=
ik
m

 −1 − ik t
e m n − e− ikm tn−1  , t  tn

ik
 m

(34)

Similarly, the unsteady wall friction can be included and the final dimensionless form of
p(𝑥, 𝑡) becomes:
p ( x, t ) =  f ( t ') g ( t − t ') dt '
t

0



= −  e− m t eikmt
m =−

1 sin ( km x ) N
 an I mn
ikm sin ( km ) n =1

(35)

Where, λ𝑚 and ε are the same as in above section.

RESULTS
Validation of unsteady friction with experiments by Bergant et al.
In order to validate the reliability of analytical result for unsteady friction of water hammer,
three experimental results by Bergant et al.[18] for laminar and low Reynolds turbulent water
hammer flow are used to compare with analytical results. The experimental setup is as follows. A
straight long sloping copper pipe with length L = 37.23m, diameter d = 22.1mm is connected with
two water tanks at both ends, the pressure head at upstream end is constant H = 32m and a fast
closing valve at downstream end is installed. The pipe slope is constant at 5.45%. The pressure
head at downstream end is changed to achieve required steady velocity or Reynolds number.
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numbers are 1870, 3750, 5600, respectively. Valve closing time t 𝑐 = 0.009𝑠 for all three cases,
which is t ∗𝑐 = 𝑡𝑐 𝑐 ⁄𝐿 = 0.3189 for dimensionless closing time. Linear closing law will be used in all
three cases. Water hammer wave velocity is c = 1319m/s. Pressure variations at two different
locations (x = 0.5 at the middle section of the pipe and x = 1 at valve end) are recorded.
The results can be found in Figures 2, 3 and 4. Good agreement with experimental data
can be found in the first several cycles for all three cases. While with the time increases, slight
phase advance appears for three cases. Amplitude decay rates for all three cases are also well
captured. For quantitative analysis, it is easy to obtain that 𝑡𝑐 < 2𝐿 ⁄𝑐 for all three cases, which
means that valve is closed completely before water hammer pressure reflects back to the valve.
Hence the maximum pressure head occurs during the first period and the value can be obtained
theoretically from Joukowsky‘s formula, these are 45.45m, 58.89m and 72.34m for three cases
(note that the initial pressure head has been added). For case 1, the maximum pressure heads of
experimental and analytical results are 46.04m, 45.23m at x = 0.5 and 45.84m, 45.29m at x = 1.0.
For case 2, the maximum pressure heads of experimental and analytical results are 58.59m,
58.47m at x = 0.5 and 58.05m, 58.57m at x = 1.0. For case 3, the values are 71.55m, 72.48m at
x = 0.5 and 71.70m, 71.86m at x = 1.0. Both experimental and analytical results are very close to
the theoretical ones. It can be found that for all the cases the maximum pressure heads of
experimental results at valve end ( x = 1.0 ) are slightly lower than the values at the middle
section(x = 0.5) due to the line packing effect, while this phenomenon cannot be found from the
analytical results. This is due to the fact, that the line packing effect, which can cause slightly rise
of maximum pressure, is neglected in the derivation of the analytical solutions.
More importantly, for the phase difference, it can be obtained from case 1 that the times of
the last pressure crests (the 9th pressure period) of experimental and analytical results are 0.958s,
0.947s at the middle cross section(x = 0.5), and 0.911s, 0.905s at x = 1.0. The times of phase
advance are 0.011s and 0.006s which are 9.7% and 5.3% of the water hammer period (4𝐿 ⁄𝑐 ). For
case 2, the phase advance are 8.86% and 7.45% of the water hammer period at sections x = 0.5
and x = 1.0, respectively. And for case 3, the phase advance are 6.95% and 7.01% of the water
hammer period at sections x = 0.5 and x = 1.0, respectively. The reason of this phase advance is
probably due to error of the valve closing time. As is found in [19], the phase advance of water
hammer pressure can be observed with the decrease of valve closing time. The time of valve
closure in the experiments is 0.009s, which is relatively small and measurement error is difficult to
avoid.
In general, the accuracy of this analytical solution is acceptable. The unsteady wall friction
used in this study is proved to be suitable for water hammer with laminar flow and low Reynolds
number turbulent flow, although it is derived from laminar boundary layer theory in [17].
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(a) 𝑥 = 0.5

(b) 𝑥 = 1.0
Fig. 2 - Comparison of analytical results with experimental data by Bergant et al.[18] for case 1.
Solid lines (analytical results), circles(experimental data).

(a) 𝑥 = 0.5
Fig. 3 - Comparison of analytical results with experimental data by Bergant et al.[18] for
case 2. Solid lines (analytical results), circles (experimental data).
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(b) 𝑥 = 1.0
Fig. 3 - Comparison of analytical results with experimental data by Bergant et al.[18] for case 2.
Solid lines (analytical results), circles (experimental data).

(a) 𝑥 = 0.5

(b) 𝑥 = 1.0
Fig. 4 - Comparison of analytical results with experimental data by Bergant et al.[18] for case 3.
Solid lines (analytical results), circles(experimental data).
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Effects of valve closing laws on water hammer pressure

There are mainly four types of closing laws for velocity u(𝑡), including: 1) Convex closing
laws; 2)Linear closing law; 3) concave closing laws; 4) sudden closing law. And the following
closing function is proposed by Provenzano et al.[12].
  t m 
u ( t ) = U 0 1 −   
(36)
  tc  
Where, m is the exponent. m < 1 is concave closing law, m = 1 is linear closing law and m > 1 is
convex closing law. In the following part of this section, dimensionless variables will be used.
Figure 5 is the valve closing laws with different exponent m. And ε = 0.02 is used in this case.
Different values of dimensionless valve closing time 𝑡𝑐 (as is defined in equation (9)) are also
chosen to analyse its effects on pressure variations, where the water hammer period is 𝑡𝑐 = 4 and
𝑡𝑐 = 2 is the critical value for direct and indirect water hammer.

Fig. 5 - Valve closing laws with different exponent 𝑚. Solid line(𝑚 = 0.2, dashed line(𝑚 = 1), dashdot line(𝑚 = 5).
With three closing laws, the results of dimensionless pressure p at valve end(x = 1) are
given in Figures (6), (7) and (8). From the figures, it can be found that the shapes and amplitudes
of pressure vary significantly for different m. For m = 0.2 which represents a fast valve closing
followed by a slow valve closing, it can be found from Figure (6) that the pressure increases rapidly
then slowly and reaches the maximum value. While for the case m = 5, which represents a slow
valve closing followed by a fast valve closing, the water hammer pressure first increases slowly
then rapidly, and finally reaches its maximum value. The shapes of the pressure variations are
proved to be related to the valve closing laws.
And with the increase of closing time 𝑡𝑐 , the maximum amplitudes of the cases with m = 0.2
and m = 5.0 decay slowly. More specifically, the maximum pressures with t 𝑐 = 1.5 for both m = 0.2
and m = 5.0 are 1. And when the closing time increases to t 𝑐 = 4.5 (note that critical value of valve
closing time is t 𝑐 = 2 ), the maximum pressures become 0.849 and 0.894 respectively, with
decreases of 15.1% and 10.6%. However, for the case with m = 1.0, the maximum amplitudes
become smaller quickly. A decrease of 56.6% is found when closing time increases from t 𝑐 = 1.5
to t 𝑐 = 4.5. On the other hand, for constant valve closing time the maximum amplitudes of pressure
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effective way to reduce water hammer pressure.

(a) 𝑡𝑐 = 1.5

(b) 𝑡𝑐 = 2.5

(c) 𝑡𝑐 = 3.5

(d) 𝑡𝑐 = 4.5

Fig. 6 - Pressure 𝑝 at valve end with 𝑚 = 0.2 and different closing time.
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(a) 𝑡𝑐 = 1.5

(b) 𝑡𝑐 = 2.5

(c) 𝑡𝑐 = 3.5

(d) 𝑡𝑐 = 4.5

Fig. 7 - Pressure 𝑝 at valve end with 𝑚 = 1 and different closing time.
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(a) 𝑡𝑐 = 1.5

(b) 𝑡𝑐 = 2.5

(c) 𝑡𝑐 = 3.5

(d) 𝑡𝑐 = 4.5

Fig. 8 - Pressure 𝑝 at valve end with 𝑚 = 5 and different closing time.

Relations to the decrease of valve opening
In the above analysis, different schedules of flow velocity variation at valve end are used,
however in practical engineering the schedule of valve opening are used and controlled to reduce
water hammer pressure. Hence, it is necessary to relate the two ways. At valve end, the pressure
head loss and the velocity in dimensional form are related as follows [20].
h=

p
u2
= KL
,
g
2g

x=L

(37)

Where, K 𝐿 is the valve loss coefficient which is dependent on valve type and the valve opening κ
= 𝐴⁄𝐴0 . A is the instantaneous valve opening and 𝐴0 is the area when the valve is fully open. For a
given valve and schedule of flow velocity variation at valve end, the schedule of valve opening κ
(𝑡) can be obtained by combining Equation (37) and (35). Taking a gate valve as example, the
relation of loss coefficient K 𝐿 and valve opening κ is determined and expressed as follows[21].
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 1 + 0.632 1 −  2

KL = 
− 1
(38)





For a linear decrease of flow velocity with different closing time at valve end, the resulted
valve opening κ(𝑡) is presented in Figure 9. It can be found that the linear decrease of flow
velocity at valve end indeed does not correspond with a linear closing of the valve. In practical
engineering, the optimal velocity variations at valve end can be transformed to the variations of
valve opening by this method.

Fig. 9- Variation of valve opening for a linear decrease of flow velocity (gate valve). Solid line: 𝑡𝑐 =
1.5, dashed line: 𝑡𝑐 = 3.5.

CONCLUSION
In this study, a new analytical solution for water hammer in simple reservoir-pipe-valve
system is derived by using Laplace transform method. The main differences with previous studies
are that both effects of valve closing laws and unsteady wall friction are included in this solution. To
validate the solution, experimental data is used by comparing against analytical results of this
study. Effects of different valve closing laws on water hammer pressure variations are also studied.
Relation of flow velocity decrease at valve end and decrease of valve closing is also proposed. The
main conclusions are given as follows.
After comparing with experimental data, the new solution is proved to be suitable for water
hammer prediction with initial laminar unsteady flow and low Reynolds number turbulent flow.
Comparing the results of three types of closing valve laws, these are convex closing law, linear
closing law and concave closing law, the shapes and amplitudes of pressure p at valve end vary
obviously. With the increase of closing time, the maximum amplitude of pressure decay faster for
linear closing law than that for other two closing laws. And for the same closing time, the maximum
amplitudes of different closing laws vary obviously. By using the local head loss formula of valve, it
is easy to transform the decrease of flow velocity at valve end to the decrease of valve closing.
In practical hydraulic engineering, the flow is turbulent with high Reynolds number.
Analytical solution with unsteady turbulent friction is expected. While analytical solution derived in
this paper is still very useful. Firstly, it can be used to validate numerical methods. Secondly, this
solution can be employed for the detection of leaks and blockages where the transient flow can be
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accurately, this analytical solution is a better choice than the numerical solution.
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